Spring Audition (March)
Ravel: Daphnis et Chloe, Suite No.2
Rehearsal 176 (from the Baxtresser book #1)
Saint-Saens: Carnival of the Animals, 10. Volière (complete)
Hindemith: Symphonic Metamorphosis
1. Movement II: solo
2. Movement III: solo
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DAPHNIS ET CHLOË
3 before |176] to |180]
Published tempo: introduction ) = 104, [176] onward )= 66

MAURICE RAVEL
(1875-1937)

In this, the Pantomime section of the ballet, Daphnis and Chloé mime the love story of Pan and Syrinx. The flute solo is
a favorite of all flutists because it gives us the opportunity to show the ultimate in expressiveness, projection of musical
ideas, and a ravishing sound. By using tone colors, changing vibrato, varying dynamics, and carcfully incorporating

rubato, you can give the impression of great freedom and spontaneity while keeping a fairly steady pulse. Learn to be
expressive and flexible within the rhythmic limits imposed by the accompaniment figure of the double basses.
Note that the Et in the scale threc bars after |1 76] is not marked # in the score. However, since there is an E marked in
the flute part in the following bar and this type of chromatic exoticism is consistent with the rest of the music, it may

be that this inital E# is correct and was simply omitted by error in the score.

As a matter of personal preference, I have always played the E*, but other players and conductors should make this

decision guided by thcir own feclings on the matter. Be prepared to play it either way. It is interesting that in Ravel's
Own published piano reduction, a sharp has been placed before both the E and the D!

The complete Ist Flute, 2nd Flute, and Alto Flute parts from [155] through the end of Daphnis are included in our

companion book GREAT FLUTE DUOS (Presser 414-41186).
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1913 Durand S.A. Editions Musicales
EditionsA.R.I.M.A. & Durand S.A. Editions Musicales
Joint Publication, Used By Permission Of The Publisher

In my experience, R a v e l ' s ) =

66 1s an ideal tempo. However, I was conducted in tempos that ranged from 60 through

72. In your preparation you should start in the middle range of tempos and be able to go in either direction with a

convincing musical interpretation. It is worth mentioning that while rubato may feel natural and desirable in a very
slow tempo, a relatively fast tempo doesn't give the player the time to take many liberties. Interestingly, this solo can
sound beautiful and beguiling in the entire range of tempos.
In the score, Ravel's descriptions of the scenario for this passage are:
[175] Elle disparaît dans les roseaux. Désespéré, il arrache quelques tiges en forme une flüte et joue un air

mélancolique.
She (Chioe) disappears among the reeds. Despondent, he (Daphnis)fashions some of the reeds into a Panfluteand plays a melancholy
air

danse, les accents de la Flûte.
Chloé reappears and portrays by her dance the sorrowful expression of the fute.

[176]
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Translation by David Carroll

Errata
Three bars after [1 76], the score instructs the conductor to "follow the solo" ("suivez le solo"), giving some interpretive

liberty to the flutist.

Some editions of the full score mistakenly say J66, but )=66 is clearly the correct tempo.

downbeat C% A new slur begins on the 2nd
The slur from the 6th to the 7th bar of [176] should continue only to the
Cof the 7th bar (which is tied to the 3rd Ct of the bar) and continues until the downbeat of the bar before [177].

bar should continue through the second B.

the preceding
n the 4th bar of [177], the slur from
Revised Edition.)
was stated incorrectly in the first printing of the 2008
his
continue through
should
bar
the

*In

the 6th bar of

[177],

the slur from

preceding

the downbeat B; there is still

over this B.
the third 8th of the previous bar.
The diminuendo in the fourth bar before [178] should begin on
the beginning of the bar.
Three measures before [178], the score has Retenu légèrement at
the diminuendo in the
on the second A#, and
wo bars before [178], the crescendo should begin

same

on the third 8th.
there should be a rall. marked in the part
[178],
before[179]
barbefore
*Ihe bar
should have a diminuendo beginning on the second 8th, continuing to a pp at |179|.

One

until the following Jf

[179]
there measure
should beofpp[1791, the D# should be slurred to the E#, with a Vaccent over the E
In the
second
In

the

fourth

measure

of [179], the D# should be slurred

to

F# (not D#),

with the sameY

accent on

dot

bar should

begin at the D;.

At

a

the last

note.
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CARNIVAL OF THE ANIMALS
CAMILLE SAINT-SAËNS

(1835-1921)
Carnival of

the Animals is subtitled "Grand

Zoological Fantasy" and is known

achieve
of the fanmous solo, Volière (The Aviary). To help
linc.
musical
double-tonguing that is well supported by a
flair.
stiftness in favor of a feeling of lightncss and a

an

effortless

Try

to

avoid
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quality
a

hard

all flute players because of the virtuosity
in your performance, play with a legato
staccato articulation and

a

ETata:
In the 1st bar of [2]. the Ist A is an 8th, not a 16th.
scale.
include the B» missing from this chromatic
I n the 4th bar of [2]. on the third beat, the score does
I n the 1st bar of [3]. the short slur is not in the score.

In the 5th

bar of [4].

the

score

has

a

slur, in addition

10. Volière, complete
Suggested tempo:

= c. 72-80
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TILL EULENSPIEGEL'S MERRY PRANKS
RICHARD STRAUSS, Op. 28 (1864-1949)

Excerpt 1: 1 before [3] to 7 after [8]
Suggested tempo: .

= c. 94-100
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SYMPHONIC METAMORPHOSIS
PAUL HINDEMITH

(1895-1963)
Excerpt

1:

Turandot, Scherzo,

Moolerato(d- 131 )
Solo

Mvt.

I1,

2 before

[AJ

to

[B],

Published tempo: J= 132
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Excerpt 2:
Mvt. I1, 8 before [C] to 13 after
Published tempo: )= 126-132

[C]

Andantino 6
Solo

(

126-132)
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Hindemith always indicated dynamics and expression marks with great care. Let these markings inspire your performance
to be musically captivating as well as accurate. These lovely solos should be played with charm, tendernes, and tonal
finesse.
The Andantino movement of this exceptionally colorful orchestral score is written in the style of a lyrical and slow

Siciliano. The phrase should always be supported with a flowing, cantabile line oflegatotonguingthathas a clear shape.
On the 32nd notes, avoid a hard attack as well as a dry staccato. Strive instead for a smooth legato double tongue (da
ga or du gu) that follows the line of the phrase.
The breaths must be taken without interrupting the rhythmic flow of the music. For this reason, I find it easier to breathe
more frequently with small, quick breaths than to take less frequent, time-consuming big breaths. In the very last line

of this excerpt, the first note is Ab (not A) because this bar is continuing from the previous line.
This excerpt is a good example of the technical flexibility a player must have in an audition, and in the orchestra. Be
slower than the marked indications.
prepared for a wide range of tempi it is often performed
This brilliant set of "metamorphoses" on Weber's themes was one of Hindemith's first works composed in the United
States after immigrating during World War II. Schott uses the singular wording Symphonic Metamorphosis as the English
German would be Symphonic Metamorphoses after Themnes
title, but note that a literal translation of Hindemith's original
-

by Carl Maria von Weber

Errata:

Excerpt 1,
Excerpt 2,

there should be no slur on beat 2.
5 before the end (noting that one bar is split across
10th bar of

[A],

Hindemith sYMPHONIC METAMORPHOSIS
Associated Music Publishers Inc., New York, 1945

Cassigned to B. Schott's Sochne, 1946

Crenewed
All Rights Reserved
Music
Used by permission of European American
Distributors Corporation, sole U.S. and Canadian agent

for B. Schott's Soehne.

lines),

on

the 5th beat, slur from Db

to

E> only.

